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MICROSCALE STRUCTURES ON THE QUIET SUN AND CORONAL HEATING
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ABSTRACT
We present some results concerning transient brightenings on the quiet Sun, based on data from the

Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory. Histograms of
intensity are found to be well Ðtted by s2 distributions for small values of the intensity, while at high
intensities power-law distributions are always observed. Also, the emission presents the same statistical
properties when the resolution is downgraded by local averaging ; i.e., it appears to be self-similar down
to the resolution scale of the instruments. These properties are characteristic of the emission from a
forced turbulent system whose dissipation scale is much smaller than the pixel dimension. On the basis
of the data presented as well as other published results and our present theoretical understanding of
MHD turbulence, we discuss the realism of the nanoÑare scenario of coronal heating.
Subject headings : MHD È Sun: corona È Sun: Ñares È turbulence
On-line material : color Ðgures

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the idea that coronal heating may be described
in terms of MHD turbulence has gained much ground. At
the same time, experimental investigations of solar emission
aimed at ascertaining the feasibility of the nanoÑare sce-
nario of coronal heating are being carried out at an acceler-
ating pace.

Solar Ñares prove that at least at large energies (1028È
1032 ergs) coronal dissipation occurs in bursts, lasting any-
where from a few minutes up to hours, with the main part of
the energy going into the acceleration of electron particle
beams (Crosby, Aschwanden, & Dennis 1993), ion beams
(Ramaty et al. 1995), and the X-ray emission of the thermal
plasma (Wu et al. 1986). The power-law distribution of the
number of Ñares as a function of total estimated energy
content (down to energies of order 1027 ergs) led Lin et al.
(1984) to suggest that in fact all of coronal heating could
be accounted for by smaller Ñarelike events labeled
““ microÑares.ÏÏ

In order for nanoÑares-microÑares to provide sufficient
energy for heating the corona, the low-energy distribution
of events as a function of energy must depart from that
observed at higher energies (Hudson 1991). This is because
the total energy is dominated by low-energy or high-energy
events depending on whether the power-law index a is less
than or greater than [2 and because high-energy events are
clearly not sufficient to account for the heating ; the dissi-
pated Ñux for a large Ñare is 107 ergs cm~2 s~1 ; i.e., it is
comparable to global heating losses, but the corona exists
all the time, while large Ñares occur only occasionally. For
nanoÑares to be a viable heating mechanism, it is therefore
necessary for the power-law index to decrease with decreas-
ing energy from its large energy value a ^ [1.6, [ 1.8
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below a \ [2. An attempt at determining the behavior of
coronal emission at extremely low energies, outside of
active regions, has been made recently by Krucker & Benz
(1998, hereafter KB), using the variations of emission
measure in Fe lines images of the quiet Sun obtained by the
Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) on the Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory SOHO. From their images,
taken in rapid succession over a period of about 40 minutes,
KB identify a number of ““ events ÏÏ by looking for peaks in
the emission measure in a given pixel and following them in
time. With some hypotheses concerning Ðlling factors and
energetics, KB then determine the overall energies (in the
range 1025È1026 ergs) and histograms thereof, obtaining a
power law with spectral index a ^ [2.6. They interpret this
as evidence in favor of nanoÑare heating for the solar
corona. Berghmans, Clette, & Moses (1998) also analyzed
EIT images, showing that the Fourier transforms of inten-
sities obey power laws with various spectral indices. In their
case histograms of He II and Fe XII ““ events ÏÏ display power-
law indices of [1.8 and [1.35, respectively. This discrep-
ancy may be only apparent, but what is real is the problem
of deÐning an ““ event ÏÏ and, above all, of deriving from the
data the energy associated to it. Let us describe some of the
uncertainties involved with such modeling in more detail.

From a closely spaced temporal sequence of images, KB
identify a number of brightenings using an algorithm to
distinguish between two di†erent events occurring in
nearby pixels from larger events covering many pixels. They
then proceed to estimate the energy input as that required
to bring the plasma up to the given density and temperature
so that

EKB\ 3k
B
T J*MAqh ,

where *M is the variation in emission measure, q is a Ðlling
factor, A the areal extent of an ““ event,ÏÏ and h the height. In
this equation, A and *M are determined from observations,
while the Ðlling factor and event height, or rather the
product Aqh, is assumed constant. Berghmans et al. (1998),
on the other hand, consider the radiative energy loss associ-
ated with the observed line in an event, estimated as the
integrated emission measure over the duration multiplied
by the radiative-loss function calculated at the correspond-
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ing temperature. Assuming that the event-counting algo-
rithms used are compatible, there is a straightforward
relation that should be satisÐed by the two power laws. In
essence, KB report histograms of the integrated emission
measure *M1@2, while Berghmans et al. (1998) report histo-
grams of *M. Hence, from a scaling point of view, we may
say that the two energies are related by NowEKB\ EB1@2.had the two analyzed exactly the same data with the same
counting algorithm, the total number of events would be the
same and therefore orN(EB)dEB\ N(EKB)dEKB N(EB) \If a is the KB power-law index,N(EKB)dEKB/dEB. N(EKB) Dand then we Ðnd Bergh-EKBa , N(EB)DEB(a~1)@2D EB~1.8.
mans et al. Ðnd in this case an index of [1.35, a discrep-
ancy, which may be due both to di†erences in the data sets
and, more probably, to di†erences in the deÐnition of indi-
vidual events. KB assumed that Aqh did not depend on
event energy. On the other hand, using the same argument,
one may explore the e†ect a correlation between Ðlling
factor (and event height) and its emission measure would
have on the distribution of event energy. Assuming a depen-
dence AqhD Eb (where reasonably b should be positive and
of order 1 or less) and as usual that the total number of
events remains the same, one obtains TheEKBD E(1~b@2).
new distribution therefore becomes N(E)D Ec, where
c\ a(1[ b/2) [ b/2, which, for a positive 0 \ b \ 1 and
a \[1, yields c [ a, i.e., a Ñattening of the spectrum com-
pared to KB. Given such uncertainties, one should not
place too much conÐdence in the value of the exponents.
Here we focus on other aspects of emission properties that
may provide more deÐnite evidence concerning the nano-
Ñare scenario.

In ° 2 we will discuss some properties of MHD numerical
simulations clarifying the small-scale physical mechanisms
underlying the nanoÑare scenario in order to place the data
analysis into perspective. Then, in ° 3, by using EIT data, we
study the distribution of intensity of single pixels to check
whether emission at coronal temperatures on the quiet Sun
displays an excess of high-energy pixels and/or scale-
invariance properties in the same way as in MHD turbulent
systems. In ° 4 we use the similarities between our Ðndings
and previous theoretical research to derive insights on the
existence of microstructures that are the sites where current
dissipation responsible for coronal heating occurs.

2. MHD-TURBULENCE SIMULATIONS AND THE

NANOFLARE SCENARIO

In the nanoÑare scenario, introduced by Parker (1988),
dissipation occurs in individual current sheets arising from
the dynamics of coronal magnetic Ðeld lines attempting to
rearrange themselves into an equilibrium situation when
subject to random footpoint shuffling. Imposing the value
of the overall mean dissipation to be equal to the average
coronal energy loss of 107 ergs cm~2 s~1 (Withbroe &
Noyes 1977) and assuming a 100 G mean axial Ðeld, Parker
(1988) found that the external forcing responsible for the
energy input must produce a mean transverse component in
the coronal Ðeld of approximately in a time-B

M
/B^ 0.25

scale of the order of 15 hr. Parker then imagined the
buildup of such a Ðeld as occurring over substeps of the size
and duration of a granule and associated a current sheet
with each of these steps, reaching the conclusion that the
energy liberated by the dissipation of the individual current
sheet should be of the order of 1024 ergs.

Einaudi et al. (1996), Georgoulis, Velli, & Einaudi (1998),
and Dmitruk, Gomez, & DeLuca (1998) interpreted the
Parker scenario in terms of magnetically dominated MHD
turbulence within a section of a coronal loop. In all sets of
published simulations the average dissipation in the simula-
tion box as a function of time was shown to be intermittent ;
i.e., the dissipation time series Ðltered at higher and higher
frequency was shown to display an ever more bursty nature.
An example is shown in Figure 1a where the original time
series for the dissipation found by Georgoulis et al. (1998) is
displayed and Figure 1b where the same series is shown
subject to high-pass Ðltering. It is seen that the dissipation is
more bursty at higher frequency, which is one deÐnition of
intermittency. An analogous situation also holds for the
spatial distribution and is a universal feature of turbulence,
where an approximate self-similarity in the inertial range
(leading to the well-known Kolmogorov or Kraichnan
energy distribution power laws with scale in the MHD case)
gives way to strong intermittency in the dissipation range.
This is observed provided there is a sufficiently wide inertial
range, or separation of scales between the scales at which
most energy is injected and those at which it is dissipated. In
other words, a signiÐcant range of scales over which nonlin-

FIG. 1.ÈTime series of dissipation in a magnetically forced turbulence simulation from Georgoulis et al. (1998) (left). The same series subject to Ðltering of
the low frequencies shows the intermittent nature of the signal (right).
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ear dynamics occurs is the backdrop for the intermittent
character of power dissipation.

One may attribute the properties of the statistics of the
dissipation range to small-scale energy-release events. In the
time series shown above one may deÐne a simulation Ñaring
event as any peak signiÐcantly above average. More prop-
erly, such events may be deÐned from histograms of dissi-
pation intensity that show that for high intensity the
distribution deviates from a Gaussian. Setting the level of
noise at the intensity where such a departure occurs, one
can deÐne events every time the signal rises above noise.
The resulting distribution of events displays a power law in
energy, peak luminosity, and duration. To any single Ñaring
event in the time series of average dissipation, there corre-
sponds, within the simulation domain, a collection of many
current sheets of varying intensity, so that the energy of
individual ““ spatial ÏÏ dissipative events is in fact much
smaller than the total energy dissipated within the Ñaring
event. Estimates of such energies have been deduced by
Einaudi & Velli (1999) ; a random footpoint shuffling, due to
photospheric velocities of the order of 1 km s~1, induces in
a magnetic structure of length L \ 104 km and transverse
dimension l\ 103 km, with an axial magnetic Ðeld of 100 G
and a density of 109 cm~3, a turbulent state with an associ-
ated time-and-spacedÈaverage dissipated Ñux of about
5 ] 105 ergs cm~2 s~1. The energy associated with individ-
ual ““ Ñaring ÏÏ events ranges from 2] 1023 to 2 ] 1026 ergs.
The transverse section chosen above, and the numbers used
in the simulations, imply that the numerical simulation box
corresponds to a single observational pixel. We therefore
attempt an analogous data analysis on pixel images, carry-
ing out a statistical analysis of the emission observed on the
quiet Sun.

In ° 3 we will show indeed that the high-intensity portion
of the pixel-intensity distribution for a series of snapshots
from quiet-Sun regions deviates signiÐcantly from the s2
(Gaussian) Ðt and that in such regions power laws are
obtained that are practically insensitive to image resolution,
just as would be expected if indeed the present obser-
vational resolution is much coarser than the dissipative
scale on the Sun and nonlinear dynamics plays a fundamen-
tal role in the processes leading to the observed emission.

3. OBSERVATIONS

The quiet Sun has actually proved to be everything but
quiet, the only di†erence with active regions being the
reduced dimension of the areas of activity. An average
quiet-Sun region appears to contain bright points, jets, or
more generally knots of enhanced emission, with respect to
the background average corona, of all spatial dimensions.
We Ðrst concentrate on the statistical distribution of inten-
sities of the single pixels (to be compared with the histo-
grams of the spaced average dissipation in the numerical
box) to derive a deÐnition of ““ bright ÏÏ pixels, and then we
buildup statistics of spatial events.

3.1. Global Statistical Analysis of the W hole Images
We use a number of observations performed with SOHO,

consisting of 21 full-Sun images taken between 1996 April 1
and 1997 April 13, in a line of Fe XII (195 formed atA� ),
1.6] 106 K with the EIT et al. 1995). We(Delaboudinière
extract a part of these full-Sun images centered on the Sun

center, 1 solar radius wide, in order to avoid active regions
and to focus on the quiet Sun. Usual corrections are applied
to all images (Ñat-Ðelding, grid subtraction, etc.), using stan-
dard EIT software. Because exposure times di†er, corrected
images are normalized and expressed in (arbitrary) EIT
units ; the spatial resolution is while the Ðeld of view of2A.6,
each image varies because images have been cropped to
avoid active regions.

All images have been analyzed collectively in order to
build intensity distributions that are statistically signiÐcant.
We have selected images with at least a 5 day parsing to
ensure that enough time for a complete restructuring of the
small-scale magnetic Ðeld has elapsed (Schrijver, Title, &
Van Ballejooijen 1997). In this way the same event is never
counted twice, and statistical independence of the data set is
ensured. Also, we have been careful to avoid images with a
di†erence stronger than 10% in average intensity with
respect to global average in order to avoid ambiguity in the
deÐnition of brightenings. The overall statistical sample is
made up of a total of 5 ] 106 pixels whose intensity histo-
gram is shown on a log-log scale in Figure 2a. The distribu-
tion function is Ðtted with a s2 function in the central core
of the distribution, which can therefore be interpreted as a
noise. The Ðt departs from the data in two regions :

1. One at large intensity for intensities larger than a
threshold (Fig. 1). The distribution function is Ðtted by aI

Bstraight line, with a slope equal to [4.87.
2. One at low intensity, which clearly belongs to a di†er-

ent distribution. This second deviation appears to be associ-
ated with darker regions in our images that, at least in one
case, may be associated with the remnant of a polar coronal
hole. Its presence may therefore be an indication of an
underlying di†erent magnetic topology (open vs. closed
Ðeld lines) and probably a di†erent dynamics and will not
be discussed further in this paper.

The fact that the high-intensity portion of the distribu-
tion deviates signiÐcantly from the s2 (Gaussian) Ðt is a
feature that has been found in many other SOHO data sets ;
in particular, Harrison (1997) identiÐes such tails in O IV

with the presence of blinkers. On the other hand, such tails
are found also in the distribution functions of the total
dissipated energy obtained in forced MHD simulations
(Georgoulis et al. 1998), as shown in ° 2. We are tempted to
interpret the data in the same way, i.e., as proof that (1) the
dimensions of the single pixel (analogous to the numerical
box) are large with respect to the dissipative scale, and (2)
nonlinear dynamics play a fundamental role in the pro-
cesses leading to the observed emission.

If this is true, we expect that this feature would be main-
tained when increasing the ratio between pixel dimension
and dissipative scale, with some variation of the slope. We
have checked whether this is the case in the data by decreas-
ing the resolution of the original images by factors of 4 and
9, and the results are reported in Figures 2b and 2c, respec-
tively. It is clear that the resulting intensity histograms
retain the same features, with the high-intensity tails well
Ðtted by power laws with similar spectral indices (Table 1).
The small decrease of the index with decreasing resolution
can be interpreted as a signature of intermittency, in the
sense that looking at smaller and smaller scales one
observes stronger and stronger departures from Gaussian
statistics. It is then likely that similar intensity histograms
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FIG. 2.ÈPixel-intensity distribution of the original images (linear scale on the left, logarithmic scale on the right) (top panel ), compared with distributions
obtained decreasing the resolution by a factor of 4 (middle panel ), and by a factor of 9 (bottom panel ).

would be found at resolutions better than the observational
one down to a scale close to the dissipation scale, which
could be as small as the ion gyroradius (Da few meters).

3.2. Statistical Analysis of Isolated Bright Features
The qualitative agreement between theory and obser-

vations described above supports the idea that the emission
observed in one pixel is made up by emission from many

TABLE 1

TOTAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION POWER-LAW INDICES

Original Binned by a Binned by a
Parameter Image Factor of 4 Factor of 9

Power-law index . . . . . . [4.9 [5.0 [5.6
Error bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^0.3 ^0.2 ^0.2

NOTE.ÈDetermined with di†erent spatial resolutions on the same
temporal sequence of EIT images.

subresolution sites and therefore that there should exist a
statistical ““ elementary event ÏÏ that can be seen as the build-
ing block of the activity in the regions examined. A bright-
ening, which may cover from one to many pixels, is then
built up from the coherent excitation of a large number of
““ elementary events ÏÏ ; the apparent spatial extent then
depends on the correlation length of the magnetic structure
involved. The quantitative deÐnition of a brightening
(““ observed event ÏÏ) allows for some ambiguity. We have
made the choice of deÐning an event as the collection of
neighboring ““ bright ÏÏ pixels, where we have used two di†er-
ent criteria to deÐne the brightness based on the standard
deviation p deduced from the single-pixel histograms (° 3.1).
The Ðrst criterion (1) uses a deÐnition of bright pixels as
those whose intensities are larger than 2 p and the second
(2) larger than 3 p above average, respectively. We notice
that criterion 1 is equivalent to deÐning as ““ bright ÏÏ all
pixels whose intensity is above the threshold I

B
.
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An ““ observational event ÏÏ is then energetically deÐned as
the summation of the intensities of all neighboring ““ bright ÏÏ
pixels, and its size is deÐned as the overall dimension of the
collection of such pixels. We obtain 4452 events using the
criterion 1, with a total of 134,615 ““ bright ÏÏ pixels and 2467
events (56,911 total pixels) adopting the second one. Figures
3 and 4 show the histograms of such events as function of

their intensities (left panel ) and dimensions (right panel ) for
the two cases examined, respectively. The histograms have
been built using a variable bin size that increases by an
order of magnitude every time the intensity (dimension)
changes by an order of magnitude. The intensity histograms
demonstrate that the selection process (i.e., the 2 p vs. 3 p
choice) does not inÑuence the resulting distributions, which

FIG. 3.ÈHistograms of intensity (left panel ) and dimension (right panel ) with 2 p

FIG. 4.ÈHistograms of intensity (left panel ) and dimension (right panel ) with 3 p
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TABLE 2

HISTOGRAM POWER-LAW INDICES

Histogram 2 p 3 p

Intensity . . . . . . [1.17^ 0.03 [1.19^ 0.09
Size . . . . . . . . . . . [1.26^ 0.04 [1.36^ 0.05

NOTE.ÈDetermined for the two kinds of histo-
grams (intensity and size) and for the two di†erent
criteria.

appear to be described by the same power-law index within
error bars (see Table 2). The similarity in the dimension and
intensity distributions implies that di†erent total event
intensities essentially are due to their di†ering dimensions
rather than to signiÐcant single pixel-intensity variations.
This means that the basal intensity is approximately the
same for all events.

It is interesting to show how the images appear after
retaining only such events. In Figure 5 we give an example

FIG. 5a FIG. 5b

FIG. 5c

FIG. 5.ÈPart of an EIT image taken on 1996 November 6 (panel a) ; the same image, only with pixels brighter than 2 p (panel b) and only with pixels
brighter than 3 p (panel c). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this Ðgure.]
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of one full image (panel a) and after selection using the Ðrst
criterion (panel b) or the second one (panel c). The processed
images show only discrete structures from the emission
maxima, eliminating the fuzzy quiet-Sun background. With
the two criteria, images display the same structures, which
are deÐned by more pixels of lower intensities in the case of
2 p.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have performed two types of analysis on
a data set obtained with the EIT instrument on board of
SOHO. First, we have seen that the single-pixel histogram
of intensities shows a departure from Gaussianity at large
intensities. Associating the single pixel with the numerical
box used in the theoretical simulations of a forced system
governed by the MHD equations, this result can be
explained as a signature of the fact that the portion of the
Sun corresponding to a given pixel is Ðlled by a turbulent
plasma. This is because a histogram of intensities of a col-
lection of pixels in space at di†erent times can be considered
statistically equivalent to a histogram of intensities of a
single pixel followed in time. Therefore the tails in the
observational and theoretical histograms have the same
origin : the intermittent character of the nonlinear plasma
dynamics, which transport energy from the injection scale
to the dissipative scale. This dynamic owes its existence to
the combined e†ect of stress induced by photospheric
motions and new emerging Ñux on the coronal magnetic
Ðeld, and may be described, theoretically, also in terms of
interaction of wave motions, as long as one allows for the
nonlinear character of such interactions. Phase mixing,
resonance absorption, and other mechanisms invoking
some kind of coherence or linearity of wave modes alone
cannot, however, give rise to the signatures we have just
discussed. They may indeed be present and occur, locally
enhancing, even triggering, nonlinear dynamics, but they
cannot be the mechanism of coronal heating. Historically,
there has also been a distinction between the Parker nano-
Ñare scenario and turbulent heating models ; as mentioned
in the introduction, the nanoÑare scenario in fact may be
considered as an average description of a magnetically
dominated turbulent state.

Second, we have shown that outside large bright points
observed on the quiet Sun, there remain observable bright-
enings in neighboring pixels of an image, which according
to our interpretation are signiÐcantly correlated. Therefore
they must be considered as single multipixel ““ events ÏÏ over
which the emission is integrated. The resulting histogram in
terms of events displays a well-deÐned power law, which
extends from many, low-intensity, single-pixel brightenings
to fewer, brighter (with many pixels contributing), events.
We have adopted two di†erent deÐnitions of ““ brightness,ÏÏ
both based on the existence of a threshold between a low-
energy Gaussian core in the single-pixel histogram and a
high-intensity tail. The low-intensity part of the distribu-
tion, which is found also in the statistical analysis of theo-
retical time series, is in our opinion due to a lack of
resolution both in theoretical studies and in observational
data ; by this we mean that pixel dimensions (or grid size in

the simulations) are much larger than the real individual
dissipative structure ; in the simulations the Reynolds
number is much smaller than real values, so some back-
ground dissipation occurs also outside the ÏÏsingular ÏÏ struc-
tures, which would be the only dissipative structures were
the Reynolds number allowed to grow large ; in the obser-
vations, besides other instrumental e†ects, there is in any
case a line-of-sight smoothing that cannot be avoided.
However, it is interesting to note that the resulting power
laws do not seem to depend much on the choice of the
criterion adopted to get rid of the noise.

Since the images used for our statistics were snapshots
widely separated in time, we could not derive an overall
emitted power from the intensity, which might seem a
serious drawback in our study. As mentioned in ° 1, di†er-
ent researchers have found power laws for the number of
““ events ÏÏ associated with brightenings in the EIT emission
lines of He II (transition region) and Fe XII. In any case, the
total energy Ñux in observed EUV events is orders of mag-
nitude lower than that required to sustain the corona, inde-
pendently of the methods used to deÐne an individual event
(this conclusion was indeed reached by Habbal 1992 on the
basis of a much wider survey of Skylab observations). The
values of the energy power-law indices obtained are there-
fore of interest only in the way they a†ect subresolution
energy extrapolations, with Ñatter power laws requiring a
smaller minimum value for dissipative events, as long as
a ¹ [2. However, straight-line extrapolations may well be
invalid, as already shown in the variations between sta-
tistics in X-rays and EUV. Besides, it is even methodologi-
cally dubious to carry out extrapolations concerning a
given phenomenon from observations of an energetically
insigniÐcant portion of the phenomenon itself. The strong
result is the one concerning self-similarity, which cannot be
considered as a random occurrence.

In this paper we have carried out a statistical analysis
of the spatial characteristics in the Fe XII emission line of
quiet-Sun regions. This analysis complements those
of Berghmans et al. (1998) and Krucker & Benz (1998) in
presenting evidence in favor of a turbulent mechanism of
coronal energy release, with individual dissipative struc-
tures far below instrumental resolution. We have also dis-
cussed some of the questions involved in comparing
observational data to numerical simulations of MHD turb-
ulent processes. In particular, we plan to analyze numerical
simulation results once again by taking a deÐnition of
events akin to the spatial events given here.

An interesting point will be to ensure that our conclusion
in the variation of the power-law index is correct by using
T RACE data that have a better resolution than EIT data.
Its high spatial resolution will allow us to take into account
smaller events, in size and in intensity.
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